
it. 12, Frederick, Nd. 21701 
0/77 

Corlide Lama 
315 Y. 106 8t., 

N.Z. 10025 
Dear hr. Lemagg, 

As I now remember it about a month ago, when the youngster I had asked to obtain 
certain available records 2 thought tight be of use to Mr,. Acadia had nkt supplied 
them I sent you those that remained in ay files and removed my request to his. 

Twelve days after he mailed then to as from an hour maw busmen by ear theme 
case todely. 

- I have no way of knowing whether they are of use so I and thm an as chance. I 
would appreciate their return. No rush. merely for archival value in the future. 

The mealier Mims at least are goverment mime. If he did what I asked these are 
all copies made luta the govertmeat. 

I have not gergotten you interest is certain pictures. Ifs bad a flood 100414 some 
time back. mi phitegraphic store smut office supplier both were wiped out, their stores' 
contents with it. I have deposited these pictures in the fora of slides elsewhere. I have 
reminded the friend he was to have duplicated theme. In time I will get them to yea. 
Mee* recites the delay. I here  not forgotten but I have no staff and I slavery deeply 
imvolved in a large member of once-suppressed records I believe are of great importance. 
I must go over them with care. t have let almost everything else slide to be able to do 
this. Making seams of these reeds requires work almost belied,' else has  demo  In  et* 
ditien to the ordinary archival values in this material I can see special is 
in the training er 28020100 moat of all to contend with jolitical frame-ups. lJ 	is 
mkt my first priority. It thee mash time, loop a day as I still work. 

Ulan l obtain these pictures I will send this to you. If I do not obtain them 
by the time this immediate pressure= is relieved I will renew my efforts. 

However, I am sorry have not been able to do this by now. 

sincerely, 

Harokd Weisberg 


